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Polly Armour�
52 years old

Self-diagnosed w/ Lipedema July 2013
Formal diagnosis by Dr Herbst October 

2013
Travelled to Germany for 

Surgery with Dr Stutz January 2014



Brief History of 
Lipedema Awareness



First described in 1940 
Allen & Hines 

of the Mayo Clinic
(75+ years ago)





Fast forward 
60 years



Merck Manual 
of Diagnosis 
and Therapy
17th Edition

1999 
(18 years ago)







Merck 18
2006





Current Version
19th Edition, 2011

www.merckmanuals.com/professional











No surprise that no 
one knows about it!�
(more on this later) �



Considering Liposuction?
l  It is NOT the Brand Name of the Gizmo that 

matters
l  It is the skill of the hand that holds it!

Most Important Factor:
l  Your level of comfort with the surgeon

-  Liposuction is not a drive-thru procedure
-  It is beginning of relationship that will last many 

months, and require a surprising level of intimacy.



Considering Liposuction?�
It is imperative that you �

Have Reasonable Expectations �
paraphrasing Dr Klein:

Don’t expect your surgeon to give you PREDICTIONS �
   (shrinkage, cosmetic improvement, etc) �
Instead, work with them to set GOALS �
   (pain relief, mobility, other symptomatic improvement) �
Will you be satisfied with a 50% improvement?�
   If yes, then you are a good candidate�
The average patient gets significant improvement, but each of us is 
an individual, not an average! �

Your Mileage May WILL Vary�
Remember:  a Goal is NOT a Guarantee. �



Liposuction CANS

Liposuction for Lipedema CAN:
-  Relieve Pain and other symptoms caused 

by lipedema
-  Improve Mobility affected by disordered 

gait
-  Prevent Progression to later stages (or 

at least slow it down considerably).



Liposuction IS’NT/DOESN’T/WON’T:�
- a method for weight loss (although many lose weight 

afterwards) �
- a cosmetic procedure (although most do get smaller, and 

look “better”) �
- a time machine (although you may feel younger, it will not 

return lost youth) �
- cure other problems/conditions such as RA or MS  (it can 

make them easier to deal with) �
- change other people   (your boss will still be a jerk;   your 

13-year old will still be thirteen, at least for now)



Remember: 
LIPEDEMA IS A 

WHOLE LOT MORE 
THAN A COSMETIC 

DISORDER 
It needs more than a 
cosmetic approach to 

treatment 



Avoid Emotional Pitfalls
l  Don’t compare yourself to others (or at least try not to)

l  It’s not a competition (though it can feel like one)

A: That is a 
meaningless 
comparison! 

Q: Which patient 
will have more liters 

of fat removed? 



Before and After Pix?
l  Other people’s pictures don’t tell your story

l  Pictures in general don’t tell any story!

Photo of an ad on the NYC subway 



Before and After Pix?
l  Other people’s pictures don’t tell your story

l  Pictures in general don’t tell any story!

“Model used for illustrative purposes only.  Results may 
vary.” 



Screenshot from www.vaser.com 



“Not an actual patient”  
Screenshot from www.vaser.com 



Q: What’s the alternative?�
�
A:  Remember your GOALS�

and�
Focus on your “NMVs.”�

�
  



My Non Mirror Victories



Some Last Words
l  Be gentle on yourself.  Remember how far you’ve come, 

and what you accomplished to get there.

l  Check in with friends and family for “Independent 
Verification.”  They will notice the changes more easily 
than you will.

l  Pay it forward.  We’re support groups; we must give 
support as well as receive it.  This will help you frame 
your own experience in a larger context.



Q: What Next?
(What’s the difference 
between Ignorance and 

Stupidity?)



Q: What Next?

Cure Ignorance!



“My dream doctor would be someone who at least:
- listens and believes that I am telling the truth about 
my condition, 
- doesn't constantly harp about things that are out of 
my control, 
- is hungry to learn all they can to try to help, 
- and will go to bat with insurance etc.”

“Tall orders I know." 

- R.C., lipedema patient



More Info:

Karen Herbst, MD, PhD
lipomadoc.org

Fat Disorders Research Society (FDRS)
fatdisorders.org

Lipedema Project
lipedemaproject.org



Thank you very much 
for your time and attention!

 
Polly Armour 

Stutz Lipedema Services LLC 
158 Marabac Rd. 

Gardiner, NY 12525 
845-389-0565 mobil 
845-853-1644 fax 

polly@doctorstutz.com 
www.facebook.com/StutzLipedemaServices  


